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Tailoring reflections from thin composite
metamirrors
Y. Ra’di, Student member, IEEE, V. S. Asadchy, and S. A. Tretyakov, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—We propose an effective route to fully control the
phase of plane waves reflected from electrically (optically) thin
sheets. This becomes possible using engineered artificial full-
reflection layers (metamirrors) as arrays of electrically small
resonant bi-anisotropic particles. In this scenario, fully reflecting
mirrors do not contain any continuous ground plane, but only
arrays of small particles. Bi-anisotropic omega coupling is re-
quired to get asymmetric response in reflection phase for plane
waves incident from the opposite sides of the composite mirror.
It is shown that with this concept one can independently tailor
the phase of electromagnetic waves reflected from both sides of
the mirror array.
Index Terms—Reflectarray, magnetic conductor, high-
impedance surface, bi-anisotropic particle, reflection,
transmission, resonance.
I. INTRODUCTION
WHILE the reflecting properties of mirrors and thefocusing properties of lenses have been known since
ancient times, general possibilities to tailor reflection and
transmission of plane waves using thin metasufaces have
been realized only recently. In what concerns the extended
control over transmission, the transmitarray (e.g. [1]) is the
known technique based on the use of two parallel antenna
arrays. This concept has been recently generalized as the meta-
transmit-array in [2], where subwavelength (in the transverse
plane) elements are used. Another class of transmission-phase
controlling layers is the phase-shifting surface [3]. Most of
these structures contain several layers and are considerably
thick in terms of the wavelength. But using various frequency-
selective surfaces (e.g. [4]) including inhomogeneous in the
layer plane [5], [6], transmission phase can be controlled
also by electrically thin layers. Eliminating reflection while
controlling transmission phase is possible using Huygens’s
metasurfaces [7]–[9]. Some general limitations on realizing
thin one-way transparent sheets have been published in [10].
In this paper, we will focus on thin composite layers
which fully reflect incident waves with a possibility to en-
gineer their phase response. A known approach to control
the reflection phase is the use of reflectarrays (e.g., [11],
[12]). Reflectarrays for microwave applications are usually
realized as arrays of resonant metal patches over a metal
ground plane. All the patches of the array usually have
the same shape but slightly varying dimensions, so that the
resonance frequency of the individual antenna elements varies
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to ensure the desired variations of the reflection phase over
the array surface. Alternatively, varying reactive loading of
the individual antenna elements can be used. Because of the
use of resonant patches and considerable electrical distance
between the array elements, homogenization of these layers
is not possible, making realizations of conformal arrays on
bent surfaces difficult. Other limitations are narrow frequency
band and the presence of the metal ground plane which forbids
transmission at all frequencies.
Other conventional structures which provide full reflection
with engineered phase are artificial magnetic walls and high-
impedance surfaces (HIS). In contrast to electric walls (per-
fectly conducting surfaces), magnetic walls do not reverse the
phase of reflected waves offering interesting possibilities for
antenna and microwave applications. Magnetic walls have a
high surface impedance due to zero tangential magnetic field
on their surface [13], [14]. Corrugated conducting surface was
one of the first designs introduced to exhibit a high surface
impedance [15]. This is a transmission-line based structure
utilizing many shorted quarter-wavelength transmission lines
positioned close to each other, which transform the zero
impedance at the end of the transmission lines to a very high
reactive impedance at the open ends of the transmission-line
sections. The main shortcoming of this structure is its large
electrical thickness. In order to decrease the layer thickness, it
is possible to fill the grooves with a high-permittivity dielectric
or meander them. Later on, various corrugated surfaces have
been utilized as artificial soft and hard surfaces [16]. Alterna-
tively, to realize high reactive surface impedance, it is possible
to use a parallel resonance with a capacitive frequency-
selective surface, usually an array of metal patches (so called
mushroom structure [17]). This basic idea has been used by
many researchers designing various structures realizing high
surface impedance. Analytical models of these devices can
be found in many papers [18]–[21]. The mushroom layer
HIS proposed by Sievenpiper [17] has been used in many
antenna applications: screens in mobile phones, absorbers,
tunable antennas, for reducing thickness of steerable antennas,
in reconfigurable antennas, e.g. [22]–[29]. In paper [30] a high-
impedance surface with a non-uniform distribution of the reso-
nant frequency over the surface has been used as a reflectarray,
with the advantage of a wider bandwidth as compared to the
traditional designs as antenna arrays [11], [12]. As for any
linear and passive structure, there are fundamental causality
limitations on the thickness and bandwidth of high-impedance
surfaces [31]. The main feature which considerably limits the
functionalities of the mushroom structure is the presence of an
electric wall (ground plane). The structure interacts with a very
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large frequency spectrum, but the transmittance is always zero.
Furthermore, the reflection coefficient seen from the side of
the ground plane is always that of a conducting wall (R = −1
if losses are negligible), unless a multi-layer system is used.
To realize a magnetic wall in one single sheet, one needs to
have a sheet of magnetic current. There are no free magnetic
charges in nature, and only using dense arrays of resonant
magnetic moments it is possible to effectively create a sheet
of magnetic current. Magnetic walls made of a dense array of
single and double split-ring resonators have been proposed in
[32] and [33]. This design does not include any ground plane
in its structure, but the possible functionalities are still limited
because the reflection coefficient seen from the opposite sides
of the sheet is always the same.
The main questions which we address in this paper are:
What are the minimum necessary physical requirements for
realizing a single-sheet full-reflection structure with different
and controllable phases of reflected waves from its different
sides? Are the conventional designs of high-impedance sur-
faces and reflectarrays the only and optimal ways to control
the reflecting properties of thin layers? It is obvious that to be
able to fully control reflection, we need to ensure that the thin
layer is polarizable both electrically and magnetically. Thus,
we assume that the thinnest possible realization is a planar
array of small dipolar particles in which both electric and
magnetic moments can be induced by the incident fields. From
the earlier studies of dipolar arrays [7] it is known that in order
to be able to realize different reflectivity properties for the
opposite sides of the sheet, the induced electric and magnetic
dipoles must be coupled as in a bi-anisotropic particle [34].
To the best of our knowledge, bi-anisotropy of conventional
full-reflection layers with asymmetric response of their two
sides has not been noticed in earlier studies. Furthermore, an
interesting question is if it is possible to have a single layer
of bi-anisotropic particles which offers different reflection
phase distributions on its two faces (e.g., a uniform reflection
phase when illuminated from one side and a non-uniform
reflection phase distribution from the other side)? To address
these questions, it is necessary to find out which physical
phenomena govern the response of traditional full-reflection
layers and understand what parameters of reflecting sheets are
required to realize arbitrary reflection phase responses.
In this paper, we will analytically and numerically show that
the most general asymmetric single-layer full-reflection struc-
tures can be realized as single arrays of passive lossless bi-
anisotropic particles possessing bi-anisotropic omega coupling
[34]. It will be shown that using the proposed metasurfaces
one can tailor the reflected wave phase independently for
illuminations coming from the opposite sides of the composite
sheet. We will see that using the physical optics principle
(also known as the Kirchhoff approximation [35]) the proposed
method is applicable for layers with different non-uniform
phase distributions on their two surfaces. This study will also
lead us to discover other extreme properties of so called
balanced bi-anisotropic particles [10], [36]–[38]. With the
ability to fully control the phase of waves reflected from a
planar composite sheet, it becomes possible to tailor reflected
waves in the most general fashion. For example, one side of
a thin planar sheet can act as a focusing reflector (emulating
a parabolic mirror), while the other side can, for instance,
deflect incident plane waves into a desired direction. This
study is limited to the case of plane-wave illuminations at
normal incidence.
II. GENERAL FORMULAS FOR REFLECTED AND
TRANSMITTED FIELDS
We consider a generic metamirror as a composite planar
layer formed by periodically arranged electrically small unit
cells or small particles. These cells are polarizable both
electrically and magnetically. The electromagnetic properties
of the cells we model by general linear relations between the
induced electric (p) and magnetic (m) dipole moments and the
incident fields Einc and Hinc at the positions of the particles
as [
p
m
]
=
[
α̂ee α̂em
α̂me α̂mm
]
·
[
Einc
Hinc
]
, (1)
where the effective polarizabilities (marked by hats) include
the effects of particle interactions in the array. Because here
we are interested in layers acting as full reflectors for arbitrary
polarizations of the incident field, the dyadic coefficients in the
above equations should be invariant with respect to rotation
around the unit vector z0 normal to the layer plane:
α̂ij = α̂
co
ij It + α̂
cr
ijJ t, (2)
where It = I − z0z0 is the transverse unit dyadic and J t =
z0×It is the vector-product operator. The amplitudes of plane
waves generated by the array are proportional to the surface-
averaged electric and magnetic surface current densities, which
are related to the induced cell dipole moments as Je = jωp/S,
Jm = jωm/S, where S is the area of each unit cell. Assuming
the normal incidence of the incident plane wave (the induced
dipole moments are the same in all unit cells), we can find the
amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted plane waves as [7]
Er = −
jω
2S
{[
η0α̂
co
ee ± α̂
cr
em ± α̂
cr
me −
1
η0
α̂comm
]
It
+
[
η0α̂
cr
ee ∓ α̂
co
em ∓ α̂
co
me −
1
η0
α̂crmm
]
J t
}
· Einc,
Et =
{[
1−
jω
2S
(
η0α̂
co
ee ± α̂
cr
em ∓ α̂
cr
me +
1
η0
α̂comm
)]
It
−
jω
2S
[
η0α̂
cr
ee ∓ α̂
co
em ± α̂
co
me +
1
η0
α̂crmm
]
J t
}
· Einc,
(3)
where η0 is the free-space wave impedance (for simplicity
and without loss of generality we assume that the surrounding
homogeneous, isotropic, and lossless medium is free space).
Here and thereafter, to distinguish between illuminations of the
sheet from the two opposite sides, we will use double signs for
these two cases, where the top and bottom signs correspond
to the incident plane wave propagating in the −z0 and z0
directions, respectively. Ideal reflectors should not change the
wave polarization at reflection, so we demand that in (3) the
coefficients at the rotation operator J t equal zero. In this work,
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we limit the study to reciprocal layers, in which case the
electric and magnetic polarizabilities are symmetric dyadics
(α̂cree = 0, α̂crmm = 0, e.g. [34]). Thus, the requirement of the
absence of any cross-polarized response does not allow any
chirality in the layer’s topology, because both α̂coem = 0 and
α̂come = 0.
1 Under these restrictions, the amplitudes of reflected
and transmitted plane waves for normally incident plane waves
read
Er = −
jω
2S
(
η0α̂
co
ee ± α̂
cr
em ± α̂
cr
me −
1
η0
α̂comm
)
Einc,
Et =
[
1−
jω
2S
(
η0α̂
co
ee ± α̂
cr
em ∓ α̂
cr
me +
1
η0
α̂comm
)]
Einc.
(4)
III. REQUIRED POLARIZABILITIES FOR ELECTRIC- AND
MAGNETIC-WALL RESPONSE
Before studying general metamirrors, let us first consider
the simplest problem of realizing electric or magnetic wall
response for illumination from both sides of the array.
A. Electric-wall response
If we require symmetric response on illuminations from
both sides of the array, then the field-coupling coefficients α̂crem
and α̂crme in (4) must be zero. As is obvious from (4), the array
behaves as an electric wall (reflection coefficient R = −1,
transmission coefficient T = 0) if
α̂coee =
2S
jωη0
, α̂comm = 0. (5)
The effective electric polarizability α̂coee and the effective
magnetic polarizability α̂comm, in terms of the single-particle
polarizabilities and the interaction constants,2 can be written
as
α̂coee =
αcoee
1− αcoeeβe
, α̂comm =
αcoee
1− αcommβm
, (6)
where βe is the electric-field interaction constant and βm is
its magnetic counterpart. Approximate analytical expressions
for the electric and magnetic interaction constants in regular
arrays of dipole particles can be found in [14]:
βe = Re
{
−
jk0
4ǫ0S
(
1−
1
jk0ρ
)
e−jk0ρ
}
+j
(
k30
6πǫ0
−
k0
2ǫ0S
)
βm =
βe
η20
, ρ =
a
1.438
(7)
(k0 is the free-space wave number and a is the array period).
Here the expression for the imaginary part is exact, and that
for the real part is an approximation valid for k0a < 1.
1If non-reciprocity is allowed, bi-anisotropic chiral coupling can exist in
the structure, but the effect of chirality must be balanced with the effects
of the Faraday rotation due to non-zero antisymmetric parts of electric and
magnetic polarizabilities.
2Single-particle polarizabilities (notations without hats) connect the induced
dipole moments with the local fields Eloc and Hloc at the position of the
particle. The interaction constants define the values of the local fields as
Eloc = Einc + βep and Hloc = Hinc + βmm.
Considering the corresponding grid impedance Zg [14]
defined via
Et = ZgJe, (8)
where Et is the surface-averaged tangential electric field in the
array plane and Je = jωp/S is the surface-averaged induced
electric surface current density, we find that
Zg =
S
jω
1
α̂coee
−
η0
2
= 0 (9)
if (5) is satisfied. Using (5) and (6), we get the conditions
on the polarizability of a single particle which is necessary to
realize an effective electric wall response:
Re
{
1
αcoee
− βe
}
= 0, Im
(
1
αcoee
)
=
k30
6πǫ0
. (10)
The first condition means that the particles are at the resonance
and the second condition means that there is no absorption in
the particles (the only loss term is due to dipole scattering).
This is a known result telling that an array of resonant lossless
electric dipole particles behaves as an electric wall at the
particle resonance. The first equation also shows that the
resonance frequency is the frequency at which the grid comes
to a resonance, and this frequency is not the same as the
resonance frequency of a single particle in free space.
Let us compare the behavior of a grid of resonant electric
dipoles with that of a thin homogeneous slab (the relative
permittivity ǫr and the thickness d). For a thin homogeneous
slab the equivalent sheet impedance reads (eq. (2.152) [14])
Zg =
−jη0
(ǫr − 1)k0d
, (11)
and, obviously, the electric-wall response (Zg → 0) can be
reached only if |ǫr| → ∞. If the imaginary part of ǫr tends to
infinity, we have the case of a perfect conductor, and if the real
part of ǫr tends to infinity, we have the response analogous to
the above case of an array of lossless resonant electric dipoles.
Indeed, in the case of the dipole array the perfect electric
conductor (PEC) response is reached when the particles are at
resonance and their polarizabilities in the grid tend to infinity.
After appropriate homogenization, this corresponds to a thin
layer of a dielectric with Re(ǫr)→∞.
Note that a single sheet of homogeneous surface electric
current radiates symmetrically in the forward and back di-
rections. In our case of full reflection, the amplitude of the
reflected plane wave equals to that of the incident plane wave.
The plane wave created by this array into the forward direction
also has the same amplitude as the incident field, but it is out
of phase with that, so that the total field behind the grid is
zero. Note that the discrete nature of the grid is not essential
for this interference effect (cancellation of the incident field
behind the grid). It is essential in order to ensure the resonant
response of the grid impedance, which in a homogeneous layer
is possible only with |ǫr| → ∞.
B. Magnetic-wall response
Similarly to the above case of the electric wall, inspecting
(4) we can find that the magnetic-wall response from both
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sides of the array (the reflection coefficient R = 1 and the
transmission coefficient T = 0) is achieved if
α̂coee = 0, α̂
co
mm =
2Sη0
jω
. (12)
The effective magnetic polarizability α̂comm is related to the
polarizibility of the same particle in free space as in (6). We
can introduce the equivalent “series admittance” Ym via
Ht = YmJm. (13)
In this definition, Ht is the surface-averaged tangential mag-
netic field in the array plane and Jm = jωm/S is the surface-
averaged magnetic surface current density. Similarly to the
case of the electric-wall response of resonant electric dipoles,
we find
Ym =
S
jω
1
α̂comm
−
1
2η0
= 0. (14)
Thus, an array of lossless resonant magnetic dipoles behaves
as a magnetic wall from both sides of the array at the resonant
frequency of the array which is determined, using (6) and (12),
by the following values of the particle polarizabilities:
Re
{
1
αcomm
− βm
}
= 0, Im
(
1
αcomm
)
=
k30
6πµ0
. (15)
C. Symmetric response with an arbitrary reflection phase
Let us next consider if and how one can realize a sheet
reflecting plane waves symmetrically from both sides, but
with an arbitrary reflection phase. We use (4) with α̂crem = 0
and α̂crme = 0 to find the effective electric and magnetic
polarizabilities of the unit cells which ensure that Et = 0
and Er = ejφEinc. Here φ is the desired phase shift of the
reflected wave. The result reads
η0α̂
co
ee =
S
jω
(
1− ejφ
)
,
α̂comm
η0
=
S
jω
(
1 + ejφ
)
. (16)
The corresponding values of the required electric impedance
and magnetic admittance for the surface-averaged current
densities (see (8) and (13)) are given by
Zg =
S
jω
1
α̂coee
−
η0
2
= j
η0
2
cot(φ/2) (17)
Ym =
S
jω
1
α̂comm
−
1
2η0
=
j
2η0
tan(φ/2) (18)
The required polarizabilities of individual particles we find
using (16) and (5):
Re
{
1
αcoee
− βe
}
= −
ωη0
2S
cot(φ/2), Im
(
1
αcoee
)
=
k30
6πǫ0
.
(19)
Re
{
1
αcomm
− βm
}
=
ω
2η0S
tan(φ/2), Im
(
1
αcomm
)
=
k30
6πµ0
.
(20)
This means that one should use lossless particles but not at
the resonant frequency of the array, so that the real parts of
the inverse polarizabilities acquire the values given in (19) and
(20).
IV. ASYMMETRIC RESPONSE TO ILLUMINATIONS FROM
THE OPPOSITE SIDES OF METAMIRRORS
Next, we study metamirrors providing different reflection
phases when illuminated from their two sides. Equations
(4) clearly show that in order to achieve asymmetric full-
reflection response from a single layer of small unit cells,
we need to invoke magnetoelectric coupling of the omega
type (α̂crem = α̂crme 6= 0).3 In order to get more physical
insight into these phenomena, as an example of asymmetric
metamirrors we will first consider the classical realization of
the mushroom layer high-impedance surface (HIS). Similarly
to generic arrays of small particles, the mushroom layer is
electrically thin, and at the resonance it has the reflection
coefficient R = +1 (magnetic wall response) from the
side of the patch array, while the reflection coefficient from
the opposite side is R = −1, because the structure has a
PEC ground plane. The response is the same as we expect
from an array of bi-anisotropic particles with appropriately
designed omega coupling. Furthermore, the mushroom-layer
geometry resembles that of an array of Ω-particles: An array
of electrically polarizable patches next to a PEC wall. Clearly,
if this structure is excited by external uniform electric fields,
the currents induced on the patch array and on the ground
plane are different, meaning that applied uniform electric
field induces some magnetic moment (an effective circulating
electric current). What are the electric and magnetic polar-
izations induced in a conventional mushroom layer and what
are the effective “polarizabilities”? The expectation is that the
mushroom layer exhibits the same response as a resonant layer
of bi-anisotropic (omega) particles.
A. Electric and magnetic polarizations in mushroom layers
To understand the electromagnetic coupling which takes
place in mushroom layers, we derive the effective polarizabil-
ities of these layers by studying their excitations in external
electric and magnetic fields. To find these polarizabilities, we
need to excite the HIS layer by electric field or magnetic
fields which are approximately uniform inside the HIS layer.
Following [14], we choose the exciting field in form of a
standing wave (Fig. 1):
Einc =
{
E0e
−jk0z − E0e
+jk0z
}
x0 = −j2E0 sin(k0z)x0,
Hinc =
{
H0e
−jk0z +H0e
+jk0z
}
y0 = 2H0 cos(k0z)y0
(21)
(the Cartesian axes x0 and y0 are in the layer plane).
To study the excitation by external electric fields, we
position the maximum of the electric field distribution of the
standing wave at the middle point between the patch array
and the ground plane, where sin(k0z) = −1, e.g., assuming
k0z = −π/2 (the normalized distance between the patch array
and the ground plane is k0d ≪ 1, where d is the distance
between the ground plane and the patch array). Next, we write
the relations between the averaged surface current density on
the ground plane Jmet, the averaged surface current density on
the array of patches Jg, and the total surface-averaged electric
3Equality α̂crem = α̂crme follows from the reciprocity of the structure [34].
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Electric field 
Magnetic field 
Second case 
First case 
Fig. 1: Geometry of the problem. The first case corresponds
to the excitation by electric fields and the second case to the
excitation by external magnetic fields.
fields at the respective two planes as
j2E0 cos
(
k0d
2
)
−
η0
2
Jg −
η0
2
Jmete
−jk0d = ZgJg,
j2E0 cos
(
k0d
2
)
−
η0
2
Jge
−jk0d −
η0
2
Jmet = 0,
(22)
where Zg is the effective sheet impedance (grid impedance)
of the patch array. The value of the grid impedance we
choose so that the mushroom layer operates as a magnetic
wall (the parallel connection of Zg and the input impedance
of the equivalent short-circuited transmission line of length d
Z = jη0 tan(k0d) is in parallel resonance):
Zg = −jη0 tan(k0d). (23)
Using (22) and (23), the currents on the metal surface and on
the patch grid can be found:
Jmet = j
4
η0
E0 cos
(
k0d
2
)
− Jge
−jk0d,
Jg =
−2E0e
−j
k0d
2
jη0
(
e−jk0d − 1cos(k0d)
) . (24)
The induced electric moment per unit area of the structure, by
definition [39], is
px =
1
jω
(Jmet + Jg) . (25)
Using (24) and (25), the electric moment can be written as
px =
1
jω
j 4
η0
E0 cos
(
k0d
2
)
−
2E0e
−j
k0d
2
(
1− e−jk0d
)
jη0
(
e−jk0d − 1cos(k0d)
)
 .
(26)
Assuming that the layer is electrically thin (k0d ≪ 1), the
above result simplifies to
px =
2
ωη0
E0. (27)
Dividing the induced electric moment by the amplitude of
the external electric field 2jE0 in (21), the effective electric
polarizability per unit area is found to read
α̂coee =
2E0
ωη0
1
j2E0
=
1
jωη0
. (28)
By definition [39], the induced magnetic moment per unit area
can be written as
my =
dµ0
2
(Jmet − Jg) . (29)
Using (28) and (29), the magnetic moment reads
my =
dµ0
2
j 4
η0
E0 cos
(
k0d
2
)
+
2E0e
−j
k0d
2
(
1 + e−jk0d
)
jη0
(
e−jk0d − 1cos(k0d)
)
 .
(30)
The assumption of electrically small thickness d simplifies this
relation to
my =
2E0
ω
. (31)
Then, using (21) and (31), we can calculate the magnetoelec-
tric polarizability (the omega coupling coefficient):
α̂crme =
2E0
ω
1
j2E0
=
1
jω
. (32)
At the second step, we can derive the effective magnetic and
electromagnetic polarizabilities by considering excitation of
the same layer by external magnetic fields. To do that, we
position the layer inside the standing wave (21) so that the
maximum of the magnetic field is between the array of patches
and the ground plane (e.g., at k0z = 0), see Fig. 1. Again
writing the relations between the induced averaged surface
current densities and the total electric fields in the plane of
the patches and the ground plane
j2E0 sin
(
k0d
2
)
−
η0
2
Jg −
η0
2
Jmete
−jk0d = ZgJg,
−j2E0 sin
(
k0d
2
)
−
η0
2
Jge
−jk0d −
η0
2
Jmet = 0,
(33)
the current densities on the metal surface and on the grid array
are found as
Jmet = −j
4
η0
E0 sin
(
k0d
2
)
− Jge
−jk0d,
Jg =
j2E0e
−jk0
d
2
jη0
(
e−jk0d − 1cos(k0d)
) . (34)
The electric moment is calculated using (25):
px =
1
jω
j2E0e−jk0d (1− e−jk0d)
jη0
(
e−jk0d − 1cos(k0d)
)
 . (35)
Assuming electrically small thickness for the structure, we get
px = −
2
jω
H0. (36)
The coupling coefficient can be found dividing the induced
electric moment by the amplitude of the external magnetic
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field in (21)
α̂crem = −
(
−2H0
jω
)
1
2H0
=
1
jω
. (37)
Using (29), the magnetic moment can be written as
my =
dµ0
2
−j2E0e−j k0d2 (1 + e−jk0d)
jη0
(
e−jk0d − 1cos(k0d)
)
 , (38)
and within the same assumption of electrically small thickness,
my =
2E0
jω
. (39)
The magnetic polarizability can be determined by dividing the
induced magnetic moment by the external magnetic field in
(21):
α̂comm =
2η0H0
jω
1
2H0
=
η0
jω
. (40)
B. Analogy between mushroom layers and arrays of resonant
omega particles
The results for the polarizabilities (32) and (37) show that
the mushroom layer at resonance indeed acts as a layer of
omega particles, because the structure develops electric polar-
ization at excitation by electric fields, magnetic polarization
under excitation by magnetic fields, and, in addition, there is
magneto-electric coupling effect measured by the coefficients
α̂crem = α̂
cr
me =
1
jω
. (41)
Furthermore, we note that the polarizabilities are balanced as
η0α̂
co
ee = α̂
cr
em = α̂
cr
me =
1
η0
α̂comm =
1
jω
. (42)
According to (4), this is exactly the condition ensuring that the
reflection coefficient from the array of bi-anisotropic particles
changes sign when we illuminate the array from the opposite
side. Moreover, we recall that the polarizabilities found for the
mushroom layer are defined in terms of induced moments per
unit area, which are related to the polarizabillities of particles
(or unit cells) in (3) as αij → αij/S. With this in view,
we see that the amplitudes of the cross polarizabilities of
the mushroom layer are exactly what are required to realize
R = ±1 response of an array of omega particles. This con-
sideration again confirms that in order to realize a single-layer
full-reflection structure with asymmetric phase responses from
different sides, we have to introduce bi-anisotropy inside the
layer. Next, we will derive design equations for an ultimately
thin full-reflection layer which has arbitrary (asymmetric)
reflection phases for waves coming from the two opposite
sides.
V. GENERAL METAMIRRORS
Let us find the required polarizabilities of unit cells for real-
ization of general asymmetric metamirrors. These layers fully
reflect plane waves coming from both sides (the amplitude of
the reflection coefficient is equal to unity), but the phases of
the reflected waves can take any desired values. PEC, perfect
magnetic conductor (PMC), HIS, and layers with ±j reflection
coefficients will be considered as important special cases. Let
us demand that the reflection coefficients equal to ejφ and ejθ
for −z0 and +z0-directed incident plane waves, respectively:
R−z0 = e
jφ, R+z0 = e
jθ. (43)
The requirements for the effective polarizabilities of unit
cells necessary to realize the desired response can be found,
substituting (43) in (4), as
η0α̂
co
ee =
S
jω
[
1−
ejφ + ejθ
2
]
,
α̂crem = α̂
cr
me =
−S
jω
[
ejφ − ejθ
2
]
,
1
η0
α̂comm =
S
jω
[
1 +
ejφ + ejθ
2
]
.
(44)
The polarizabilities in (44) refer to a layer with omega
coupling. This is physically understandable, because we de-
mand this layer to show the same transmission properties
but different reflection properties for waves incident from the
opposite directions, while the polarization of the reflected and
transmitted waves is the same as that of the incident waves.
To find the required individual polarizabilities of single
inclusions (not interacting with other inclusions), we can
use the explicit formulas for the collective polarizabilities
of an omega particle in an array in terms of the individual
polarizabilities and the interaction constants [7]
αcoee =
α̂coee + βm(α̂
co
ee α̂
co
mm + α̂
cr
emα̂
cr
me)
1 + (α̂coeeβe + α̂
co
mmβm) + βeβm(α̂
co
eeα̂
co
mm + α̂
cr
emα̂
cr
me)
,
αcomm =
α̂comm + βe(α̂
co
ee α̂
co
mm + α̂
cr
emα̂
cr
me)
1 + (α̂coeeβe + α̂
co
mmβm) + βeβm(α̂
co
eeα̂
co
mm + α̂
cr
emα̂
cr
me)
,
αcrem =
α̂crem
1 + (α̂coeeβe + α̂
co
mmβm) + βeβm(α̂
co
ee α̂
co
mm + α̂
cr
emα̂
cr
me)
.
(45)
Here αcrem = αcrme is the omega coupling parameter of an indi-
vidual inclusion. Using (44) and (45), one can find the required
polarizability values for the individual omega particles as
η0α
co
ee =
1− ej(θ+φ) + jωη0
βeS
[
− 12
(
ejφ + ejθ
)
+ 1
]
−ej(θ+φ) +
(
1 + j ωη0
βeS
)2 η0βe ,
αcrem = α
cr
me =
− jωη02βeS
(
ejφ − ejθ
)
−ej(θ+φ) +
(
1 + j ωη0
βeS
)2 η0βe ,
1
η0
αcomm =
1− ej(θ+φ) + jωη0
βeS
[
1
2
(
ejφ + ejθ
)
+ 1
]
−ej(θ+φ) +
(
1 + j ωη0
βeS
)2 η0βe .
(46)
These individual polarizabilities satisfy the necessary condi-
tion for lossless bi-anisotropic particles [40]
Im
{(
αee − αem · α
−1
mm · αme
)−1}
=
Im
{
βe +
jωη0
2S
ejφ + ejθ + 2
1− ej(φ+θ)
}
It =
k30
6πǫ0
It.
(47)
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These results are quite general in the sense that we can design
a layer of bi-anisotropic particles which fully reflects coming
electromagnetic waves from different sides with different
phases.
For some applications it can be necessary to ensure a
specific value of the phase of the reflected wave at some
specific distance from the layer plane. Our theory can be easily
modified to realize any phase requirements at any distance
from the array. Suppose that we want to ensure that the phase
of the reflected wave equals φ at distance l1 from the upper
surface of the array and phase θ for reflected waves at distance
l2 from the bottom surface of the array (see Fig. 2). To find
the required effective and individual polarizabilities, we can
simply substitute φ → φ + 4πl1/λ and θ → θ + 4πl2/λ in
(45) and (46), where λ is the free-space wavelength.
Fig. 2: Required reflection coefficients at distances l1 and l2
from the layer.
The results in (46) have been derived for periodical arrays
at normal incidence, meaning that we have uniform phase
distribution in reflected waves from both sides of the surface.
Obviously, for many applications it is desirable to realize
specific non-uniform phase distributions of reflected plane
waves (allowing, for instance, wave focusing or deflection).
Moreover, it is of practical interest to understand if it is
possible to realize different phase distributions for illumina-
tions from the opposite sides, using just one single layer of
dipolar particles. In the assumption that the variations of the
reflection phase along the surface is slow and smooth on the
wavelength scale, the physical optics approximation [35] can
be used to determine the required individual properties for
each particle at each point on the surface (see an illustration
in Fig. 3). Knowing the required reflection phase value at
each point of the surface, one can replace each particle on
the array locally by a periodic array formed by many such
particles. This way the necessary collective and consequently
individual polarizabilities of the particle can be calculated
from (44) and (46), respectively. An interesting conclusion
is that it is possible to realize a single layer of bi-anisotropic
particles which offers different reflection phase distributions
from two sides. For example, a layer can exhibit uniform
reflection phase distribution when illuminated from one side,
and a non-uniform reflection phase distribution from the other
side. One interesting example is an ultimately thin layer of
dipolar particles which works as a reflectarray from one side
and as a magnetic wall from the other side.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3: Examples of dipolar arrays for tailoring reflected waves.
(a) Changing the direction of the reflected wave. (b) Realizing
a reflectarray using a single array of particles.
Interestingly, the full control over reflection phases of waves
reflected from both sides of metamirrors can be achieved using
dipolar particles of only one type: lossless omega particles.
There is an important point to be noticed. The amplitudes
of the reflection and transmission coefficients equal unity
and zero, respectively, and the structure is obviously lossless.
However, this implies only that the particles are lossless in the
sense of the overall response (the power extracted from the
fields equals to the re-radiated power). Because the electric
and magnetic responses are coupled in these bi-anisotropic
particles, it is possible, for instance, that the electric and
magnetic polarizabilities provide gain, which is compensated
by equivalent loss in the omega coupling term.
In what follows, we will consider special cases of this
general case. The cases of PEC and PMC response have been
already treated above (Section III), and we will concentrate on
high-impedance surfaces and surfaces providing the reflection
coefficients equal to ±j.
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A. Special cases of metamirrors
1) ±j reflection coefficients: Let us consider metamirrors
with the reflection coefficients equal to R∓z0 = ±j when
illuminated from their two sides. Note that the input impedance
of such a layer seen at its two surfaces is Z∓z0in = ±jη0. Thus,
realizing these layers is the same as designing a thin structure
whose input impedance has a 90◦ phase shift from the intrinsic
impedance of the background medium. Such a layer might find
important applications in antenna techniques, for example.
Substituting φ = −θ = π2 in (43) and then in (44), we can
determine the required effective polarizabilities as follows:
η0α̂
co
ee = jα̂
cr
em =
1
η0
α̂comm =
S
jω
. (48)
As it is seen, the effective polarizabilities have the balanced
properties (the magnitudes of all the normalized polarizabili-
ties are equal). Using (46), the individual polarizabilities can
be written as
η0α
co
ee = jα
cr
em =
1
η0
αcomm =
1
2 + j ωη0
βeS
η0
βe
. (49)
It should be noted that in this case both effective and individual
polarizabilities have the balanced strength.
2) High-impedance surface: One of the practically impor-
tant cases is a single layer of bi-anisotropic particles acting as
a high-impedance surface. In Section IV-A it was shown that
there is omega coupling inside conventional HIS mushroom
layers. Here, we find the required effective and individual
polarizabilities of dipolar bi-anisotropic particles which realize
the same response. To ensure HIS properties of an array of bi-
anisotropic particles, we demand that φ = π and θ = 0 in (43).
Substituting these values into (44), one can get the required
effective polarizabilities as
η0α̂
co
ee = α̂
cr
em =
1
η0
α̂comm =
S
jω
. (50)
As expected, these are the same relations as we have found
for the effective polarizabilities (defined per unit area) of
conventional mushroom layers (42). Using (46), the individual
polarizabilities can be found as
η0α
co
ee =
1
η0
αcomm =
2 + j ωη0
βeS
1 + (1 + j ωη0
βeS
)2
η0
βe
,
αcrem = α
cr
me =
−j ωη0
βeS
1 + (1 + j ωη0
βeS
)2
η0
βe
.
(51)
Interestingly, the effective polarizabilities are balanced, but the
individual ones are not completely balanced.
VI. EXAMPLE DESIGNS
The above theory determines the required polarizabilities of
unit cells which ensure the desired properties of general full-
reflection layers. Here we will consider example designs of
particles which such polarizabilities. It is clear that to realize
PEC and PMC responses from arrays of small dipole particles,
we can simply use periodical array of resonant and low-loss
electric and magnetic dipoles, respectively. But what particles
can have the required polarizabilities as in (49) and (51)? In
what follows, we will focus on asymmetric responses from
different sides of the array.
A. Designing a layer with ±j reflection coefficients
In the previous section, it was shown that to realize a layer
which exhibits R±z0 = ±j reflection coefficient for waves
coming from different sides of the array, one needs to have an
array of balanced omega particles. In this section, as examples
of omega particles for microwave applications, we will study
metal-wire omega particles. Figs. 4a and 4b show two possible
designs of bi-anisotropic particles possessing omega coupling.
To optimize the particle shapes and dimensions, we use the
(a) (b)
Fig. 4: (a) Conventional omega particle. (b) Ellipsoidal
omega particle. Uniaxial (rotationally symmetric) structures
are formed by pairs of two particles.
method introduced in [41] which allows us to extract the
polarizabilities of an arbitrary dipolar particle from computed
or measured scattering cross sections of the particle. The
individual polarizabilities of particles optimized for the desired
performance are shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. As it is seen, both
of these particles are balanced and can be used to realize a
layer with R±z0 = ±j reflection. Here, we utilize the particle
shown in Fig. 4a. The radius of the loop is r = 7.45 mm,
the radius of the wire is r0 = 0.5 mm, the half-length of the
electric dipole is l = 18.1 mm, and the pitch is 1.45 mm.
Fig. 6a shows the amplitude and phase of reflected waves
from an array made of these particles (the array period is
a = 44 mm). R±z0 = ±j reflection coefficients are realized
at the particle resonance (the reference phase plane crosses the
geometrical center of the particles).
Let us next consider the case when it is required to realize
the reflection coefficients equal to +j at distance l1 from the
top of the array and −j at distance l2 from the bottom of
the array (see Fig. 2). As it was explained in the previous
section, the present theory can be modified to realize any
reflection phase requirement at any distance from the array.
To do this, one can substitute φ = π/2(1 + 8/λl1) and
θ = −π/2(1 − 8/λl2) in (46). As it is clear from (46), in
this case the required polarizabilities are not balanced. For
example, the particle in Fig. 4a can be optimized to get a
layer with R±z0 = ±j reflection coefficients from the borders
of the particle (when the phase reference planes are set to
the borders of the particle). In this case, the radius of the
loop is r = 7.6 mm and the half-length of the electric dipole
is l = 17.6 mm. As we see from Fig. 6b, at the frequency
where R±z0 = ±j is realized, the amplitude of the reflection
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Fig. 5: Individual polarizabilities for: (a) Conventional omega
particle. (b) Ellipsoidal omega particle.
coefficient is not exactly equal to unity. On the other hand, at
the frequency where we realize full reflection, the phases of
the reflection coefficients from different sides are not exactly
equal to ±π/2. The reason is the intrinsic relation between
electric, magnetic and magnetoelectric polarizabilities of small
wire omega particles (see [34])
αcoeeα
co
mm = −α
cr
emα
cr
me. (52)
In some cases, this condition limits the accessible properties
of wire omega particles which does not allow one to fully
satisfy the requirements in (46). However, as is shown in
[42], this restriction is due to specific symmetry properties
of induced current distribution and does not hold for general
omega particles.
B. Designing a layer with R±z0 = ±1 reflection coefficients
It was shown above that to design a layer of bi-anisotropic
particles which acts as a HIS one needs particles with balanced
electric and magnetic polarizabilities, but the magnetoelectric
coupling coefficient should not be balanced with the electric
and magnetic polarizabilities (see (51)). It is seen from (52)
that there is an intrinsic limitation for wire omega particles.
Condition (52) shows that as soon as we have a wire omega
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Fig. 6: (a) Realizing R±z0 = ±j reflection coefficients from
an array made of conventional omega particles when the phase
reference plane is set to the center of the array. (b) Realizing
R±z0 = ±j reflection coefficients from an array made of
conventional omega particles when the phase reference plane
is set to the borders of the array.
particle with balanced electric and magnetic polarizabilities,
the coupling coefficient will be automatically balanced with
the electric and magnetic ones. This is in contrast with the
requirement in (51). Let us still consider another possibility
to use wire omega particles to realize R±z0 = ±1 reflection
layer, which appears thanks to the freedom to choose the area
of the unit cells S so that all the polarizabilities in (51) become
balanced. Substituting the interaction constants from (7), the
required polarizabilities in (51) can be rewritten as
η0α
co
ee =
1
η0
αcomm = η0
Re{βe}+ j
k3
0
6πǫ0
(Re{βe}+ j
k3
0
6πǫ0
)2 −
(
ωη0
2S
)2 ,
αcrem = α
cr
me = η0
−ωη02S
(Re{βe}+ j
k3
0
6πǫ0
)2 −
(
ωη0
2S
)2 .
(53)
However, as it is seen from these requirements, the only
solution when all the polarizabilities are balanced is for the
infinite polarizabilities, which is not realizable. This means
that the conventional wire omega particle is not the right
choice for the design of such layers and we need an omega
particle which does not obey the limitation (52).
From the applications point of view, it is better to have a
layer in which we have R±z0 = ±1 reflection coefficients
at the border surfaces of the layer. Fig. 4b shows another
topology of an omega particle. After optimizing the particle,
the radius of the wire is r0 = 0.5 mm, and the ellipticity is
0.334. The individual polarizabilities of this optimized particle
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plotted in Fig. 5b show that this particle is indeed balanced,
meaning that if we set the phase reference plane at the center
of the array, R±z0 = ±j reflection from the two sides will be
achieved. For an array made of these particles (the array period
is a = 16 mm) shown in Fig. 7a, the amplitude and phase
of the reflection coefficients measured at the border surfaces
of the array are plotted in Fig. 7b. As we see, because of
the special geometry of the particle, we are able to realize
R±z0 = ±1 reflection coefficients at the border surfaces of
the array.
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Fig. 7: (a) An array of ellipsoidal omega particles. (c) R±z0 =
±1 reflection coefficients from an array made of ellipsoidal
omega particles when the phase reference plane is set to the
border surfaces of the array.
It should be noted that the considered omega particles
are just very simple and particular examples which were
used to show the possibility of realizing different kinds of
composite metamirrors. Actually, in these examples the layer
of these particles is not very thin electrically. The thicknesses
of the presented example arrays of conventional and ellipsoidal
omega particles are λ/15.5 and λ/4.3, respectively. However,
one can use any other particle which has omega coupling to
realize the required polarizabilities in much smaller volumes.
It is interesting to note that the thin focusing layer presented in
[43] actually has the appropriate symmetry of the omega-type
bi-anisotropic layer, although without theoretical optimization
and with high losses in metal shows only moderate reflectivity.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Here, we have introduced the concept of the metamirror
which offers a possibility for full control over the reflec-
tion phases of its two surfaces. We have assumed that the
metamirror thickness is ultimately small, only allowing one
layer of dipolar particles to fit inside the structure. The
investigation of the necessary polarization properties of the
unit cells of the structure has shown that reciprocal and lossless
bi-anisotropic particles with omega magnetoelectric coupling
are the appropriate building blocks for the most general
metamirrors. The study has also revealed the bi-anisotropic
nature of the electromagnetic response of conventional high-
impedance surfaces in form of mushroom layers (these layers
provide the reflection coefficients equal to +1 and −1 when
illuminated from the opposite sides — a very special case of
the general metamirror response). The bi-anisotropic coupling
required for the metamirror operation can be realized by se-
lecting an appropriate shape of dipolar particles sitting in each
unit cell of the planar metamirror array. For the microwave
frequency range metal wire particles can be used, and we have
demonstrated by simulations the metamirror responses of some
example designs. For infrared and optical frequencies, low-loss
high-contrast dielectric structures of the appropriate symmetry
can be possibly used for the same purpose. This study has
been done for layers providing uniform reflection phases for
any point of the surface, and extended also to engineered non-
uniform phase distributions using the physical optics approxi-
mation. It has been shown that a properly designed single layer
of bi-anisotropic particles possessing omega coupling can fully
reflect electromagnetic waves coming from different sides with
arbitrary phases, and the waves reflected from the two sides
of the metamirror can be tailored independently. This concept
generalizes the reflectarray concept to the most general phase
control of reflections from both sides of the layer using
ultimately thin (one layer of dipolar inclusions) structures.
In contrast to conventional reflectarrays, metamirrors do not
contain a fully reflective ground plane, thus, far from the
operational frequency of the mirror these structures are weakly
reflective and highly transmitting.
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